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Microtubule dynamics 
SIR-Although Williams, Caplow and 
McIntosh l correctly emphasize the impor
tant contribution of Horio and HotanF in 
verifying, by real-time experiments, the 
concept of the dynamic instability of micro
tubules, some of their points are off the 
mark and they have missed an opportunity 
to evaluate the proposed explanations for 
dynamic instability in terms of these and 
other recent experiments. 

First, dynamic instability was never 
meant to imply that shrinking microtubles 
would always de polymerize to comple
tion. Although we pointed out that the 
rate constant for this transition would be 
hard to measure, our own data suggested 
that microtubles could in fact transit from 
shrinking to growing3

.4. What wo'uld deter
mine whether a microtuble disappears, in 
addition to chance, would be its length, 
the experimental conditions and, prob
ably most importantly, the purity of the 
tubulin. In the theoretical work of Chen 
and Hill recapping rates are also explicitly 
included'. The unusual characterisitic of 
microtubles is that the growing and 
shrinking transients make such large ex
cursions. It is less surprising that in some 
circumstances microtubule number actual
ly decreases. Therefore there are no real 
inconsistencies between the Horio and 
Hotani data and ours, except perhaps that 
under their conditions the excursions are 
somewhat smaller than those indirectly es 
timate<;l from our steady-state experiments. 

A second issue is whether length redis
tributions at steady state' are due to grow
ing and shrinking transitions in micro
tubules or due to annealing of polymers. 
Although Williams et al. point out that the 
Horio and Hotani results dispel any doubt 
that extensive growing and shrinking 
transitions are continually occurring, they 
suggest that annealing could have contri
buted to the magnitude of our original 
findings. They fail to mention, however, 
that in a subsequent paper annealing was 
found to make only a very small contribu
tion to steady-state length redistributions·. 
Annealing is an interesting reactiori but 
most likely to occur far from steady state 
and at very high concentrations of micro
tubule ends. 

It is worth reconsidering the original 
GTP cap model' as it was applied to dynaJ 
ic instability' in light of the new Horio and 
Hotani data. One reason we favoured the 
GTP cap model was that, in order not to 
violate thermodynamic principles, energy 
input from GTP hydrolysis is required to 
support continuous growing and shrink
ing8. A second reason was to explain our 
observation that the probability of a 
microtubule starting to shrink was iri
versely related to its growth rate. In the 
Chen and Hill simulation' virtually all 
transitions must occur on the minus end, 

as it is the slow growing end. Yet Hono 
and Hotani find transitions on both ends 
and even a greater frequency on the faster 
growing end. This is inconsistent with the 
original mbdel9 where GTP hydrolysis oc
curs at a fixed rate once a subunit is in
corporated into the lattice. In this simple 
model (Fig. la) a subunit in the interior of 
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Fig. 1 Models for the molecular events that 
cause a growing microtubule end to start 
shrinking spontaneously. The chevrons show 
the inherently asymmetric tubulin subunits in 
the lattice. The blank chevrons are GDP
containing suburiits and the stippled chevrons 
are GTP-containing subunits. Note that the 
barbed end of the chevrons will be exposed at 
the other end of the microtubule (not shown). 
the polymer cannot know which end it is 
near and hence the hydrolysis rate of all 
subunits in the interior of the polymer 
would be the same. The faster"growing 
end would leave behind it a larger number 
of GTP-containing subumts and the GTP 
cap should be lost more frequently on the 
slower-growing end. Thus the slower
growing end necessarily has a higher prob
ability of trarISition to shrinking behaviour. 

Any explanation of Horio and Hotani's 
data must make use of structural differ
ences at the two ends of the microtubule. 
Presently we can see three ways of achiev
ing this. The first restricts GTP hydrolysis 
to the zone of subunits in contact with the 
GOP liganded core of the microtubule1

•
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In contrast to the previous model a sub
unit can tell which end it is near by which 
portion of the molecule is contacting sub
units that have already hydrolysed their 
GTP. In Fig. lb, for example, the pointed 
end of the GOP subunit is interacting with 
the barbed end of the GTP subunit; on the 
other end of the microtubule this relation 
is reversed. This means that on one end of 
the microtubule (shown) GTP hydrolysis 
is induced by the pointed end of a GOP 
subunit, whereas on the other end (not 
shown), it is induced by the barbed end. 
These different structural interactions 
could induce different rates of hydrolysis 
at the two ends, and thus the relation be
tween growth rate and transition proba
bility can be different at the two ends. 

The second possibility (Fig. lc) invokes 
a very minimal GTP cap; it is a model 
patterned after the conclusions of some 

recent work on actin byT. Pollardll
• In his 

model, whether the polymer grows or 
shrinks depends only on the nucleoside 
composition of the terminal subunit or 
subUI~its. Hydrolysis is effectively ihstan
taneous for interior subunits, but slower 
for terminal subunits. As the two ends of a 
polymer are structurally different; this 
could lead tO,different hydrolysis rates for 
terminal subunits at the two ends, and 
again to a different relationship between 
transition probabilities and growth rates 
at the two ends. The compleXity of micro
tubule structure means 'that there are 
many more possible terminal configur
ations ,than for actin filaments and this 
might extend the concentration range of 
free tubulin over which transitions would 
be observed. Furthermore, rapid shrink
ing might generate conformations that 
make recapping difficult. 

The third possibility uncouples GTP 
hydrolysis from a structural transition at 
the end of the polymer lattice which initi
ates rapid disassembly (Fig. lei) .. THe 
terminal subunits retain the GTP confor
mation for a period after hy~rolysis 
(which is concomitant with assembly) and 
shrinking behaviour is initiated by a spon
taneous fluctuation whose rate could be 
different at the two ends of the polymer. 
The real situation could of course include 
elements from'more than one model. 

One of the unique features of all these 
models for dynamic instability is that the 
stability of the polymer is regulated by 
reactions at the very ends of the, micro
tubules. But this potentially impOrtant 
biological property8 is also an, experi
mental difficulty as at any given time 
almost all subunits in the polymer and in 
solution are not carrying out important 
reactions. The work of Horio and Hotarii 
has dramatically demonstrated that the 
behaviour of individual polymerscanriot 
be inferred from the behaviour of bulk 
populations. It has further focused atten
tion on the structure and enzymatic 
properties of the ends of polymers, a prob
lem whose solution will require yet more 
ingenious experimentation. 
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